Dear Colleagues,

Please join me in congratulating Adriana Briscoe, professor in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, on being named a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts & Sciences (AAAS).

Since 1780, the AAAS has recognized thousands of exceptional individuals whose leadership and accomplishments inspire and promote the advancement of public good, and Professor Briscoe is no exception. 260 individuals joined her in receiving this honor, including three other UCI faculty.

Professor Briscoe’s research on the evolution of vision in butterflies has made her a prominent figure in her field. Additionally, her discoveries go beyond the lab, as she has been called upon to share her work with the public on television and in museums.

Congratulations to Professor Briscoe on this great honor!

Sincerely,

Frank LaFerla

Frank LaFerla, PhD
Dean and Chancellor’s Professor
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